The Irish School of Ecumenics, Trinity College Dublin, is committed to the study and promotion of dialogue, peace and reconciliation in Ireland and around the world. The M.Phil. in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation is taught at our specialist cross-border school in Belfast and at partner sites. The programme allows students to specialise in either Conflict Resolution or Reconciliation Studies, or take a broader ‘joint course’ across both areas.

**Master in Conflict Resolution**

*Searching for shared solutions*

**Master in Reconciliation Studies**

*Learning to transform structures and relationships*

Find out more at [www.tcd.ie/ise/belfast](http://www.tcd.ie/ise/belfast)
Tel. +44 (0)28 9077 0087
E.mail reconsec@tcd.ie
Trinity's M. Phil. Programme at Belfast

The M. Phil. in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation is a creative and innovative course, which brings together two complementary fields responding to conflict and its aftermath in Ireland and around the world.

If you are interested in a skills-based professional course taught in short-block intensives, and in partnership with professional organisations at the forefront of the field, see our Master in Conflict Resolution at www.tcd.ie/ise/resolution. If you are interested in the wider social, political, ethical and theological aspects of reconciliation taught throughout the semester, see our Master in Reconciliation Studies at www.tcd.ie/ise/reconciliation.

Students select 60 ECTS of taught modules and submit a 30 ECTS dissertation. You can combine modules from both fields if you wish. Modules for the M. Phil. in International Peace Studies and the M. Phil. in Intercultural Theology and Interreligious Studies (both taught in Dublin) are also open to students on the M. Phil. in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation programme. The M. Phil. equips graduates for work with local and international organisations, and provides transferable skills for a wide variety of careers including mediation, diplomacy, policy, advocacy, journalism, teaching, ministry and Ph.D. research. Apply online at www.pac.ie/tcd.
Master in Conflict Resolution - searching for shared solutions

The Master in Conflict Resolution course develops analytic and applied skills for reflective practitioners and anyone seeking to develop expertise in this area of work. It is taught in short-block intensives.

Conflict Resolution modules within the M.Phil. in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation include:

- Research Skills
- Conflict Analysis and Models of Intervention
- Conflict Resolution Skills
- Conflict Transformation
- Conflict Resolution Lessons from Comparative Peace Processes
- Social Research for Transformation
- Guided Research Project
- Dissertation

If you are interested in the wider social, political, ethical and theological aspects of reconciliation, taught in 12-week modules, see our Master in Reconciliation Studies specialism at www.tcd.ie/ise/reconciliation. For further information about our other M. Phil. and Ph.D. programmes, visit www.tcd.ie/ise.

Find out more at www.tcd.ie/ise/resolution
Apply online at www.pac.ie/tcd
E.mail reconsec@tcd.ie
Master in Reconciliation Studies – learning to transform structures and relationships

The Master in Reconciliation Studies develops an inter-disciplinary research approach to the challenges of social reconciliation in the aftermath of armed conflict and political violence. It draws on politics, theology, social research and ethics. Particular attention is given to ethnic conflicts and the role of religion in such conflicts and in peacebuilding and reconciliation. The course combines academic study and research with community involvement and life-experience.

Reconciliation Studies modules within the M.Phil. in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation include:

- Research Skills
- Dynamics of Reconciliation
- Reconciliation in Northern Ireland
- Theology of Reconciliation
- Community Learning and Reflective Practice in Northern Ireland
- Post-Conflict Justice and Truth Commissions
- South Africa: The Ethics of Truth and Reconciliation
- Dissertation

For further details, see www.tcd.ie/ise/reconciliation. If you are interested in a more skills-based professional course, taught in short-block intensives, see our Master in Conflict Resolution at www.tcd.ie/ise/resolution.

For further information about our M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes, visit www.tcd.ie/ise
10 Reasons to specialise in Conflict Resolution at Trinity College’s cross-border School in Belfast

- Join a specialist centre at one of the world’s leading universities
- Study in Northern Ireland with a focus on both local and international experiences of political conflict
- Learn from organisations at the forefront of the field – including taught modules with Glencree, Co. Wicklow and with TiDES, Ballycastle (Antrim coast)
- Devise a professional development portfolio and individually negotiated assignments
- Gain practical skills to respond to conflict
- Take field trip options to the Hague, the UN in Geneva, and other sites in Northern Ireland
- Contribute to an active, diverse, and international student community with a passion for ideas and a love of learning
- Apply for scholarship funding
- Develop your professional networks and career opportunities
- Enrol full-time (one year) or part-time (two years) for intensive short study blocks designed for those who combine their studies with work commitments or travel requirements

Find out more at www.tcd.ie/ise/resolution
Apply online at www.pac.ie/tcd
E.mail reconsec@tcd.ie
10 Reasons to specialise in Reconciliation Studies at Trinity College’s cross-border School in Belfast

- Join a specialist centre at one of the world’s leading universities
- Develop interdisciplinary research skills in politics, theology, social research and ethics
- Study in Northern Ireland with researchers who have worked on many of the world’s most complex conflicts including: Northern Ireland, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel/Palestine, and Sri Lanka
- Gain the skills to conduct community-based ‘action research’
- Engage with NGOs, political actors, and visiting academics from Ireland and abroad
- Take field trip options to the Hague, the UN in Geneva, and other sites in Northern Ireland
- Contribute to an active, diverse, and international student community with a passion for ideas and a love of learning
- Apply for scholarship funding
- Develop your career or prepare for a Ph.D.
- Study full-time (one year) or part-time (two years) or sabbatical programmes

Find out more at www.tcd.ie/ise/reconciliation
Apply online at www.pac.ie/tcd
E.mail reconsec@tcd.ie